
 

February 28, 2019 

Dear Parents, Students, and Staff, 

 

The late Tom Petty sang about it. “The waiting is the hardest part.”  

 

With college acceptance season upon us, many of our high school seniors are wondering if this 

will be the week they hear from their top college choice. For many, it’s the culmination of years 

of hard work, investigation, and paperwork as they try to chart their future. Elementary parents: 

It will be here before you know it. 

 

As exciting as this time is, it’s accompanied by a tremendous amount of anxiety. The college 

search and application process has become increasingly intense. And then there’s standardized 

testing season, which brings its own anxieties. And then, there’s everyday life as a teen.  

 

Nationwide, “stress” has become a buzz word. Ask any teen today if they feel it, and the vast 

majority will resoundingly tell you: Yes! Every major health organization in the nation has 

studied this phenomenon, as educators and health professionals scramble to come up with 

solutions. Stress among our young people seems to be at an all-time high. There’s even an 

American Institute of Stress devoted just to this topic. And while it may be easy to dismiss this 

by saying, “What do kids have to be stressed out about?” I can assure you that the pressure that 

teens feel today is extremely real. 

 

Among the potential contributing factors: Academic pressure, peer pressure, social media, lack 

of sleep, lack of exercise, not enough time in nature, too much screen time, and problems at 

home. According to the American Psychological Society for Stress, the most commonly reported 

sources of stress are school (85%), getting into a good college or deciding what to do after high 

school (69%), and financial concerns for their family (65%.) 

 

So how are we responding in the West Chester Area School District? First, we’ve taken notice. A 

significant amount of time, effort, and resources are devoted to this topic as we work to help our 

students: 

 

•    Perhaps most importantly, our staff works very hard to develop meaningful relationships with 

our students, so they can feel comfortable speaking with a trusted adult about problems or 

anxieties. Time and again I hear from students that there is at least one staff member at school 

whom they feel they can confide in and who is very vested in their well-being. Our staff is our 

greatest asset.  

 

•    This year we added a mental health specialist at each of our three middle schools. These 

counselors work with students and families in crisis. This year alone they’ve conducted 285 



behavioral health screenings for identified students. These specialists also spend one day a week 

at our elementary schools, offering support for fifth graders who might be concerned about the 

transition to sixth grade. 

 

•    Each of our high schools has a crisis counselor dedicated to helping our most vulnerable 

students and families at this level.  

 

•    For the last several years we’ve been conducting suicide risk assessment and violence risk 

assessments for any students who show signs of hurting themselves or others. Last year 179 

students were identified. Many of these students were referred to outside counseling or 

alternative programs.  

 

•    We’ve added a mental health program at our high schools, servicing about 50 students a year 

who need regular counseling to help get through the day. 

 

•    Each of our high schools actively works to reduce anxiety levels in a variety of ways: from 

“stress-free Fridays,” to therapy dog days (studies show petting an animal for just a few minutes 

– in this case, in between classes – may give us all a much-needed mental health boost.) 

 

•    The new statewide Safe2Say anonymous tip line provides a venue for students or parents to 

let us know if another student may be in crisis. Since January 21 we’ve received 54 tips. Most of 

the tips were in reference to students we were already working with, which is a good sign that 

our systems are identifying students who are struggling with stress and anxiety. 

 

Overwhelmingly, as our staff talks with and works with parents of students who are struggling, 

it’s apparent that denial is one of our biggest obstacles. It’s very hard as a parent to accept that 

your child may need mental health help. It may even be difficult to discern if it’s just a phase that 

will pass or a sign of a deeper problem. Please, do not take the chance. Reach out to a counselor 

at school, and don’t hesitate to get your child some support from a private counselor. We are 

always here to help connect our parents with resources.  

 

Good luck to all of our high school seniors as they finish their last few months with us. We’re 

dedicated to doing all we can to ensure each of our students has an excellent educational 

experience, knowing we are here to support them and that we’re invested in their success. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dr. Jim Scanlon, Superintendent 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


